I ABSTRACT I The imagination of Indian migrants to Europe is colored by memory, of things learnt in high school or university and remembered as Europe’s rich cultural heritage; media and cinematic images of Europe add to celebrate it as a continent that surpasses their present circumstances in every possible way. Conversely, the mobility of potential European migrants to India is, among other things, shaped by the idea of another life that possibly awaits them, in an imagined ‘exotic’ space, rich with the heritage of a spiritual past that appeals to them. They seek a new or alternate culture that provides the promise of an imagined future beyond their present experience in Europe. Both sets of migrants also have views about their own societies that add to the impetus for migration; they await the realization of their aspirations in starkly opposing ways and their voices animate our understanding of how we frame disparate migrant worlds.

Social class imbricates differences among Indian immigrants in northern Italy who are not all engaged in a culture of writing whereas European migrants are privileged by their access to education and have recorded their lives through autobiography (in this case, by Mira behn, Gandhi’s disciple) and a biography (written with the help of detailed interviews and observation of Tenzin Palmo, a Buddhist nun). Through an understanding of this binary of imagined social landscapes, this paper seeks to provide an analysis of how imaginations, based on social class, educational status, and lived experience, construct social landscapes in vastly different ways.
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